. Profiles of NRP scores for nucleosomal DNA fragments mapped in vitro.
Shown are the W/S and YR scores for the '601' sequence (A, C) and for 20 nucleosomal DNA sequences determined in vitro (50) (B, D). The scores for the 20 sequences are averaged and 'symmetrized' with respect to the dyad. The black diamonds denote the dyad positions. Figure S4 . Representative score profiles for the CCA-sites in the ambiguous or 'closed' states.
(A, C) A CCA-site in the ambiguous state. The profiles of W/S and YR scores are shown for the sequence containing the PLK1-2 RE (4). The score at position 0 (yellow circle) is neither a maximal score nor a minimal score, and it is not in phase or out of phase with neighboring peaks (black diamonds). This indicates that this RE is neither fully exposed nor completely buried. Its accessibility in the core particle is questionable (denoted as ""). (B, D) A CCA-site in the closed state. The W/S and YR score profiles are shown for the sequence containing the ARID3A RE. The yellow circle is in phase with the neighboring peaks (black diamonds), indicating that the ARID3A RE is inaccessible to p53. 
The gene names and the RE sequences are taken from the Riley et al. dataset (4). The sites are sorted according to the spacer length. For the sites with spacer S = 0, the central dinucleotide is shown in red upper case letters if it is pyrimidine-purine (CA:TG or CG). The CA:TG dinucleotides are shown in blue letters when they are shifted by 1 bp from the center (denoted by a bar). For the sites with spacer S > 0, the spacer sequence is shown in black low case letters. Three exposure states of the REs wrapped in nucleosomes are assigned based on Set 1 score profile (Table SIII in (34)), with "+" standing for 'exposed' state, "-" for 'buried' state and "" for the state that cannot be determined unambiguously. The occurrences of the three states are summed up in the last line. Typical profiles for these states are shown in Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S4 . All notations are as in Table S1 . Typical profiles for the three exposure states are shown in Figures 3 and Supplementary Figure S5 . In addition, the REs occurring in Alu repeats (16) are marked by asterisks. Base-pair step parameters were calculated using CompDNA/3DNA algorithm [S5,S6] . 
